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Abstract The synthesis of polyaniline- montmorrilonite
(MMT) nanocomposite coatings on 316L stainless steel
(316L SS) surface has been investigated by using the galva-
nostatic method. The synthesized coatings were characterized
by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR), UV-
visible absorption spectrometry and Scanning Electron Mi-
croscopy (SEM). The anticorrosion performances of
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coatings were investigated
in 0.5 M HCl medium by the potentiodynamic polarization
technique and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
(EIS). The corrosion rate of polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coated 316L SS was found ∼540 times lower than bare 316L
SS and potential corrosion increased from −0.386 V versus
Ag/AgCl for uncoated 316L SS to −0.040 V versus Ag/AgCl
for polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coated 316L SS elec-
trodes. Electrochemical measurements indicate that
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coated have good
inhibiting properties with mean efficiency of ~99.8 % at
0.75 mA cm−2 current density applied on 316L SS corrosion
in acid media. The results of this study clearly ascertain that
the polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite has an outstanding po-
tential to protect 316L SS against corrosion in an acidic
environment.

Keywords Polyaniline-montmorrilonite . Coating . 316L
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Introduction

Iron and its alloys are widely used in many applications and
diversity of these applications were intensified the researches
relating to enhancement of corrosion resistance of iron based
metals in various neutral or aggressive environments [1–7]
Type 316L stainless steel (316L SS) belong to a class of
metals and alloys that are protected by a passive film formed
on their surface. However, these alloys are susceptible to
localised attack; even high alloyed steels may corrode in
strong chloride solutions. The localised corrosion of 316L
SS is one of the most serious problems facing the use of these
alloys [8]. This localized attack is an especially important
limitation of the material for biomedical applications [9, 10].
The release of metal ions such as iron, chromium and nickel in
the biological environment surrounding the alloy results in a
decreased biocompatibility. Several strategies have been used
to generate more protective interfaces on stainless steels,
including the use of conducting polymers [11–13].

Conductive polymers continue to be of considerable inter-
est as components of corrosion resistant coatings. Passivation
of stainless steels is typically achieved by chemically or
electrochemically coating the surface with such conductive
polymers. The polymer film passivates the electrode by hold-
ing the potential in the passive region [14–21]. Among
conducting polymers, polyaniline and polypyrrole are a po-
tential material for various commercial applications that has
been studied more than other conducting polymers because of
its high electrical conductivity, environmental stability, ease of
preparation in large quantities and relatively low cost [22–25].

There has been a lot of interest lately in the use of
conducting polymers such as polyaniline [26, 27] and poly-
pyrrole [28, 29] obtained by electrodeposition as anti-
corrosion coatings for prevention of stainless steel corrosion
in corrosive medium. Hermas et al. [20] reported that
polyaniline (PANi) enhanced the passivity of stainless steel
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by increasing the Cr2O3 content in the passive film and
inhibiting the interaction of the oxide with solution. It was
also reported that conducting polyaniline coatings on stainless
steel inhibited the formation of pitting corrosion. Huh and
coworkers [27] have shown that the performance of corrosion
protection provided by polyaniline to steel depends on the
doping type in the polyaniline and the nature of the corrosion
environment. Conducting polymers such as poly(o-
methoxyaniline) [15], poly(2,5 dimethoxyaniline)-
fluoropolymer blends [30] and poly(m-methoxytoluene) [31]
can be also easily electropolymerized on stainless steel sur-
faces in various electrolytes. These polymers obtained on
stainless steel surfaces showed that substituted conducting
polymers can be also used as a protective coating against
corrosion in neutral and acidic chloride environment.

Several strategies have been used to increase the effec-
tiveness of polyaniline as an anticorrosive coating on
metals. The utility of various nanoparticles, such as ones
made from inorganic materials [32], natural fibers [33],
graphite [34], carbon nanotubes [35, 36] and nano clays
(layered silicates) [37–39], as additives to enhance the
mechanical and barrier performance of polymers has been
established [40]. Polymer/clay nanocomposites have drawn
considerable interest over the last decade because of their
ability to strengthen the gas barrier as well as improve the
thermal stability, mechanical strength and fire-retardant
properties of polymers [41–44]. The use of the natural,
abundant, inexpensive material montmorillonite (MMT)
in the preparation of polymer/clay composites is a signifi-
cant research topic. MMT has the attractive features of a
large surface area, ion-exchange properties [45, 46]. Sev-
eral studies have shown that the incorporation of MMT into
different resins can effectively enhance the corrosion pro-
tection performance of resins on metallic surfaces because
MMT increases the lengths of the diffusion pathways of
oxygen, water and aggressive ions [47, 48].

Recently, the research interests on developing polymer-
clay nanocomposite materials have shifted to water-based
system due to the concerns on environmental and health
issues, but there haven’t been reports on the direct
electrosynthesis of polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coatings
on a 316L SS electrode. The main objective of the present
study is to direct electropolymerize polyaniline and
polyaniline- MMT nanocomposite on 316L SS electrode from
H2SO4 solution via the galvanostatic method by optimizing
the electrodeposition conditions. The aqueous electrodeposi-
tion process is an environmental friendly and efficient tech-
nique used to process conducting polymer coatings. It is
widely preferred because of its simplicity and it also can be
used as a one-step method to form coatings on metal sub-
strates. It allows efficient control of the chemical and physical
properties of the coatings, and it can also be easily adapted to
large-scale production [48].

In this work, we have electrochemically synthesized
polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coating on
316L SS by using the direct electrochemical galvanostatic
method. The synthesized coatings were characterized by Fou-
rier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, UV-visible ab-
sorption spectrometry and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The corrosion resistant properties of the polyaniline
and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coated samples were
then evaluated by Tafel polarization and EIS techniques in
0.5 M HCl solution.

Material and methods

MMTwas purchased from Fluka. Other chemicals were pur-
chased fromMerck. Aniline was freshly distilled and stored in
the dark. All solutions were freshly prepared from analytical
grade chemical reagents using doubly distilled water. For each
run, a freshly prepared solution and a cleaned set of electrodes
were used, and all experiments were carried out at room
temperature.

Electrochemical experiments and corrosion tests were car-
ried out using a μ-AUTOLAB potentiostat/galvanostat model
μш AUTO71174 connected to a Pentium IV personal com-
puter through a USB electrochemical interface. Pretreated
316L SS was used as working electrode in the conventional
three-electrode cell.

Type 316L SS rods in the form of discs was cut into
rectangular samples of 1 cm2 area, soldered with Cu-wire for
an electrical connection and mounted onto the epoxy resin to
offer only one active flat surface exposed to the corrosive
environment and used as working electrodes. Its chemical
composition (wt %) is: 17.47 Cr, 10.32 Ni, 1.88 Mn, 1.90
Mo, 0.39 Si, 0.025C and Fe balance. Before each experiment,
the surface pre-treatment of the working electrode was pre-
pared by mechanical abrading of the electrode surface with
successive grades of emery papers 1200. The electrode was
washed with doubly distilled water, degreased with acetone
and ethanol. Following this pretreatment, the electrode was
immediately transferred to the electrochemical cell. The aux-
iliary electrode was a large Pt sheet and an Ag/AgCl (in 3 M
KCl) electrode was used as a reference electrode. All the
potentials in this work are quoted vs. Ag/AgCl.

As a typical procedure for the preparation of polyaniline-
MMT nanocomposite coatings with 1 wt% of MMT clay, an
appropriate amount of MMTclay was introduced into 100 mL
of distilled water and was magnetically stirred overnight at
room temperature. Then, a mixture of 0.5 M of H2SO4 and
0.4 M of aniline monomer was added into the clay solution
under magnetic stirring for 3 h. Subsequently, the obtained
solution was ultrasonicated for 30 min in order to increase its
uniformity. Electropolymerization was carried out by galva-
nostatic polarization from 10 mL of the prepared solution.
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Electrosynthesis of polyaniline-MMT coatings over the 316L
SS surface were carried out by imposing a fixed current for
certain duration of time. In this regard, current densities viz.
0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.00mA cm−2 for duration of time of 500 s
and the corresponding potential transients were recorded.
After the electropolymerization reaction, the green colored,
homogeneous and adherent polyaniline nanocomposite coat-
ings containingMMTwere successfully obtained on 316L SS.

The FT-IR spectra of an electrosynthesized polyaniline-
MMT nanocomposite over 316L SS was obtained and com-
pared to polyaniline and MMT clay using a Shimadzu Varian
4300 sp e c t r opho t ome t e r i n KBr pe l l e t s . The
electrosynthesized polyaniline-MMT nanocomposites were
dissolved in pure N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and UV–Vis
spectra of these polymer solutions were recorded on a Perkin
Elmer Lambda2S UV–Vis spectrometer. The morphologies of
the electropolymerized coatings on 316L SS were analyzed
using a PHILIPS model XL30 scanning electron microscope
instrument operating at 10 kV. The samples were mounted on
a double-sided adhesive carbon disc and sputtercoated with a
thin layer of gold to prevent sample charging problems.

The 316L SS samples with electrosynthesized polyaniline-
MMT nanocomposite coatings were evaluated for their corro-
sion resistance properties in 0.5 M HCl medium by Tafel
polarization and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS). The working electrode was first immersed in the test
solution for 30 min to establish a steady state open circuit
potential (OCP).

In the case of Tafel polarization, the potential was scanned
at ±200 mV versus OCP at a scan rate of 0.005 mV s−1. From
the anodic and cathodic polarization curves, the Tafel regions
were identified and extrapolated to the corrosion potential
(Ecorr) to obtain the corrosion current (Icorr) using the NOVA
1.6. In the case of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy,
a.c. signals of 10 mVamplitude and various frequencies from
30 kHz to 0.01 Hz at open circuit potentials were impressed to
the coated 316L SS in the electrode surface 1 cm2. A Pentium
IV powered computer and NOVA 1.6 software were applied
for analyzing impedance data.

Results and discussion

Electropolymerization

The experiments were performed under galvanostatic condi-
tions. The E-t transient curves were obtained during the for-
mation of polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coatings on 316L SS for four different applied constant cur-
rent densities 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 mA cm−2 (Fig. 1a and
b). Coatings of homogeneous appearance were obtained at all
applied current densities. The time to reach the maximum
potential value is different for the applied current densities

that it is nominated as induction time. As it can be seen in
Fig. 1, in the current density range of 0.25–0.75 mA cm−2 the
increased of current density is consistent with the decrease of
induction time but in current density 1.00 mA cm−2, there is
reverse result. Also, less induction time is needed for synthe-
sized of polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coating comparing
to polyaniline. The polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nano-
composite coatings synthesized by a current density of
0.75 mA cm−2 is adhesive and uniform but was not adhesive
coatings synthesized at high current density (1.00 mA cm−2)
and they are destroyed since washed with ethanol and water.
The galvanostatic procedure gave rise to the deposition of a
green coating, characteristic of polyaniline and polyaniline-
MMT nanocomposite in the emeraldine oxidation state on the
surface of 316L SS.

Characterization of polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite films

The representative FT-IR absorption spectra of MMTclay, pure
polyaniline and the polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite contain-
ing 1 wt% clay are shown in Fig. 2. The peak at 3,260 cm−1

representing the secondary amine and 1,512 cm−1 and
1,592 cm−1 representing the benzenoid and quinoid rings of
polyaniline, respectively. The spectrum for the MMT displays

Fig. 1 E-t curves under galvanostatic polymerization conditions in 0.5M
H2SO4 solution containing a 0.4M aniline and b 0.4M aniline and 1 wt%
dispersed MMT nanoparticles for 316L SS electrode at various current
densities (mA cm−2)
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the usual appearance with a peak at ~1,050 cm−1, representing
the Si-O bond stretching and doublet peaks at ~2,920 cm−1 and
2,850 cm−1 from C-H stretching bond within the MMT struc-
ture from the quaternary ammonium modifier [48] and another
doublet peaks at 450–600 cm−1 are due to Si-O bond bending,
Al-O bond stretching and Mg-O. The bands of Al-O bond
bending are observed at 918 cm−1 and 795 cm−1. The peak at
468 cm−1 is representing the Mg-O bond. From the FT-IR
spectra of polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite, it is shown that
all the characteristic peaks of polyaniline are present and there is
no specific change or shift of the polyaniline peaks in the
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite spectra, indicating that the
incorporation of clay into polyaniline does not affect the chem-
ical structure of polyaniline.

Figure 3 shows the UV–Vis absorption spectra for
polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite

coatings in pure NMP solvent obtained under galvano-
static conditions on the surface of 316L SS. The broad
peak appearing at about 320 nm can be attributed to the
π* transition in the benzeneoid ring of the polymer. The
broad band around 655 nm can be attributed to the
intramolecular transition between the benzeneoid and
quinoid moieties in the polymer [48]. The UV–Vis
absorption spectra of the polyaniline-MMT nanocompos-
ite revealed a blue shift from the peak location for pure
polyaniline, reflecting a decreased conjugated chain
length of polyaniline in the polyaniline-MMT nanocom-
posite [48].

Figure 4a and b shows a high magnification SEM
image from polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocom-
posite coatings on 316L SS, respectively at current
densities of the 0.75 mA cm−2. Images show that the
electropolymerized coatings are uniform and dense. The
image b confirms the presence of MMT clay in coating
matrix.

Corrosion protection performances of the electrosynthesized

The potentiodynamic polarization curves recorded in
0.5 M HCl medium for an uncoated 316L SS,
polyaniline and polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coat-
ed 316L SS are shown in Fig. 5a and b. The values of
the Ecorr, Icorr, polarization resistance (Rpol) and corro-
sion rate (CR) obtained from these curves are given in

Fig. 2 FT-IR spectra a Na+-MMT nanoparticles, b polyaniline and c the
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite

Fig. 3 UV–Vis spectra recorded for the electrosynthesized pure
polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite on the 316L SS
electrode

Fig. 4 SEM images of the coated 316L SS for 0.75 mA cm−2 a
polyaniline coating and b polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
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Table 1 Electrochemical parameters of electropolymerized polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite on 316L SS in 0.5 M HCl solution under
the galvanostatic conditions at different current densities for 30 min

Coatings Sample Icorr Ecorr Rp CR PE% P%
(mA cm−2) (μA cm−2) (mV) (kΩ cm2) (mm year−1)

Barea 140.5 −0.386 0.124 1.63 – –

polyaniline 0.25 5.75 −0.108 7.201 0.06 95.9 0.080

0.50 4.90 −0.076 12.544 0.05 96.5 0.030

0.75 3.48 −0.020 25.853 0.04 97.5 0.008

1.00 9.73 −0.163 10.942 0.11 93.0 0.090

polyaniline-MMT 0.25 5.90 −0.146 9.263 0.080 95.7 0.094

0.50 2.62 −0.132 19.445 0.030 98.1 0.040

0.75 0.27 −0.040 136.021 0.003 99.8 0.002

1.00 6.20 −0.172 35.912 0.072 95.5 0.033

(ba: 0.21 V dec−1 )a
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Table 1. It was apparent that the current values of the
coated sample are lower than that of the bare sample
and corrosion potential of the coated sample is shifted
to anodic direction. This result was pointed out the
protective property of the coating against corrosive me-
dium. From the measured corrosion current density
values, the protection efficiency (PE) was obtained from
the following equation [49]:

PE% ¼ I corr−I corr cð Þ
� �

=I corr
� �� 100 ð1Þ

where Icorr and Icorr(c) are the corrosion current density values
in the absence and presence of polyaniline coating
respectively.

The decrease in the Icorr was observed from 140.5 μA cm−2

for uncoated 316L SS to 3.48 and 0.27 μA cm−2 for
polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coatings
respectively. The CR of polyaniline and polyaniline -MMT
nanocomposite coated 316L SS are found to be 1.63, 0.04 and
0.003 mm year−1, which are 41 and 540 times lower than that
observed for uncoated 316L SS.

The polarization resistance (Rpol) is an important parame-
ter, that ability of coating in prevention of electron exchange
in a corrosive environment. As it can be seen in Table 1, Rpol

increases from 0.124 kΩcm2 for uncoated 316L SS to 25.853
and 136.021 kΩcm2 for polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT
nanocomposite coated 316L SS under optimal condition.
These result that the coating of polyaniline-MMT nanocom-
posite is high polarization resistance.

It can be seen that the corrosion current of the
polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite-coated was lower
than and PE% is upper than polyaniline coated 316L
SS. Therefore, it was found that the incorporation of
MMT nanoparticles in the matrix coatings promotes the
anticorrosive efficiency of the polyaniline -MMT nano-
composite coating on 316L SS. However, the enhanced
corrosion protection by the polyaniline -MMT nanocom-
posite over the protection by the polyaniline might
result from the nano layers of the MMT dispersed in
the matrix coatings as filler that increase the tortuosity
of the diffusion pathway of corrosive agents such as
oxygen gas, hydrogen and chloride ions [48, 50].

The coating porosity is one of the important parameters,
which strongly governs the anticorrosive behavior of the
coatings. Therefore, measurement of the coating porosity is
essential in order to estimate the overall corrosion resistance of
the coated substrate. In this work, the porosity in polyaniline
and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coatings on 316L SS
substrates was determined from potentiodynamic polarization
resistance measurements. The porosity in polymer coating
was calculated using the relation [49]:

P ¼ Rpuc=Rpc

� �� 10− ΔEj j=bað Þ ð2Þ

where P is the total porosity, Rpuc the polarization resistance of
the bare Cu,Rpc the measured polarization resistance of coated
316L SS, ΔEcorr the difference between corrosion potentials
and ba the anodic Tafel slope for bare 316L SS substrate. The
porosity in polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coatings (0.75 mA cm−2) was found to be 0.008 and 0.002,
respectively. As it can be seen, the porosity was decreased in
presence of MMT.

In order to investigate the influence of the coating thickness
on the porosity and corrosion protection properties of the
polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coatings, we have synthe-
sized the coatings by various current densities and the poten-
tiodynamic polarization resistance measurements were per-
formed in an aqueous solution of in 0.5 M HCl medium. As
can be seen from Table 1, the porosity in coatings does change
significantly when the deposition current densities increases.
This suggests that the thickness of the polyaniline and
polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coating may significantly
influence the porosity in the coating. The lower values of the
porosity in polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coatings permit an improvement of the corrosion resistance by
hindering the access of the electrolyte to the 316L SS
substrates.

It seems that the electrode surface is gradually covered as
the deposition current density is increased by initial layers of
the coating and it continues while the surface of the electrode
is fully covered. Then, the thickness of the coating increased
as the deposition current density is more increased and there-
fore the efficiency of the coating decreased due to formation
of the cracks and defects that are formed in the thickening
stage at 1.00 mA cm−2.

Therefore, the results obtained it can be concluded that in
the much higher currents densities the polyaniline and
polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coated on 316L SS is high
porosity, that cause increases the corrosion current and also,
the PE% is reduced. According to the results, the optimum
current density for the synthesis and investigation of the
corrosion, current density of 0.75 mA cm−2, which is covered
in a uniform current density (low porosity) and enhanced
corrosion resistance.

The corrosion behavior of polyaniline and polyaniline-
MMT nanocomposite coated 316L SS in 0.5 M HCl medi-
um has been found out by EIS methods. Figure 6a and b
shows the Nyquist plot of impedance behavior of
polyaniline and polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coated
316L SS and these impedance plots were modeled by the
equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 7. The impedance pa-
rameters such as solution resistance (Rs), charge transfer
resistance (Rct) and double layer capacitance (Cdl) derived
from these curves are given in Table 1. The Rct is the charge
transfer resistance of the area at the metal/coating interface
at which corrosion occurs and Cdl is the corresponding
capacitance. Instead of capacitance, constant phase element
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(CPE) was used. The CPE represents the deviation from the
true capacitance behavior. For the description of a frequen-
cy independent phase shift between an applied alternating
potential and its current response, a constant phase element
(CPE) is used instead of capacitance (C). The CPE is
defined by the mathematical expression [51, 52].

ZCPE ¼ 1=Yo jwð Þn

where ZCPE, impedance of CPE; Y0, a proportional factor; w ,
Angular frequency; j, (−1)1/2; and n the exponential term,

which has many different explanations, it can be associated with
the roughness of electrode surface [53], a distribution of reaction
rates [52], non-uniform current distribution [54, 55], etc. The
charge transfer resistance values of uncoated, polyaniline,
polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coated 316L SS in 0.5 M
HCl are 0.13 kΩ cm2, 5.04 kΩ cm2 and 17.12 kΩcm2 respec-
tively under optimal condition. The percentage protection effi-
ciency (PE) was calculated using the following equation [49]:

PE% ¼ Rct cð Þ−Rct

� �
=Rct cð Þ

� �� 100 ð3Þ

where Rct and Rct(c) are the charge transfer resistance in
absence and presence of coating, respectively. These
values show a protection efficiency of 97.3 % in the
case of polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coated 316L
SS and 99.2 % protection efficiency in the case of
polyaniline coated 316L SS. Besides, the coating capac-
itance values of polyaniline -MMT nanocomposite coat-
ed 316L SS is found to be very less which indicates the

Fig. 6 Nyquist impedance plots
for uncoated 316L SS and a
polyaniline and b polyaniline-
MMT nanocomposite coated
316L SS synthesized under
galvanostatic conditions at
various current densities
(mA cm−2)

Fig. 7 Equivalent circuit model
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compact nature of the coating. Further, the double layer
capacitance decreases in the case of polyaniline -MMT
nanocomposite coated 316L SS which shows the re-
duced amount of iron dissolution reaction. These results
show that MMT have improved the protective nature of
polyaniline coating.

One of the important parameters for synthesis of the
polymer coatings on the metal surface is calculating coat-
ing thickness which is an important feature for industrial
applications. EIS data can be used for measurement of the
thickness of polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocom-
posite coatings. The polymer coating thickness on the

surface of 316L SS by using of Cdl can be achieved
according to the following equation [49]:

Cdl ¼ ε0ε A=d ð4Þ

where ε is the dielectric constant of the environment, ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity, A is the electrode area and d is the
thickness of the protective layer. According to Table 2, it can
be concluded that the protection efficiency increased when
coating thickness increased. On the other hand, these results

Table 2 Impedance parameter values of the electrosynthesized polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite extracted from the fit to the equivalent
circuit for the impedance spectra recorded in 0.5 M HCl medium

Coatings Sample Rs Rct Cdl da PE%
(mA cm−2) (Ω cm2) (kΩ cm2) (μF cm−2) (μm)

polyaniline Bare 2.9 0.13 270.00 – –

0.25 3.27 1.90 57.01 0.65 92.8

0.50 4.59 4.26 57.00 0.65 96.8

0.75 4.46 5.04 56.08 0.66 97.3

1.00 4.08 3.90 56.50 0.65 96.5

polyaniline-MMT 0.25 3.87 6.80 71.40 0.52 98.0

0.50 3.92 13.60 70.00 0.53 99.0

0.75 3.92 17.12 57.80 0.64 99.2

1.00 3.53 12.01 69.20 0.53 98.8

a (ε0=8.85×10
−12 F/cm, ɛ=4.2, A=1 cm2 )

Fig. 8 SEM micrographs of
abraded 316L SS (image a) pre-
treated 316L SS after corrosion
(image b), polyaniline coating
after corrosion (image c) and
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coatings grown by an applied
current density of 0.75 mA cm−2

after corrosion (image d)
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show that the barrier properties of the coating on the 316L SS
surface increased.

The PE% calculated from EIS data for polyaniline and
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coated 316L SS respective-
ly, which are in agreement with the potentiodynamic polari-
zation results. It can be seen that the incorporation of MMT
nanoparticles into the coating matrix exhibited better charge
transfer resistances than polyaniline coated 316L SS elec-
trodes. The effect of the nano-size additives improved the
barrier properties of polymers for diffusion of solvent/gases.
The increasing the area of synthesized electroactive polymer
in the presence of nanoparticles can increase its ability to
interact with the ions liberated during the corrosion reaction
of 316L SS in the presence of HCl, water and oxygen [56, 57].

SEM characterization

The SEM images of abraded 316L SS (image a), pre-treated
316L SS after corrosion (image b), polyaniline coating after
corrosion (image c) and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coating grown by an applied current density of
0.75 mA cm−2 after corrosion (image d) are shown in Fig. 8.
Image b shows that numerous large pits and inequalities were
formed after corrosion, which reveals severe damage on sur-
face due to metal dissolution. Image c shows that the
polyaniline coating was electrodeposited on the surface and
protected it from the corrosion and image d shows that the
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coating protects the 316L
SS. It clearly reveals that the formed coatings on 316L SS
surface are uniform and dense. The quality of the coatings is
so excellent that no crack or detachment of the coatings is
observed.

Conclusions

The polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coat-
ings were successfully direct electrosynthesized on 316L SS
substrates from aqueous solution containing H2SO4 and ani-
line monomers with dispersed MMT nanoparticles for nano-
composite. Uniform compact and adherent coatings can be
obtained under galvanostatic condition. Four various current
densities of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.00mA cm−2 were applied for
the formation of polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nanocom-
posite coatings on 316L SS. The results showed that the
current density of 0.75 mA cm−2 for the polymerization stage
is the best condition for the synthesis of more compact and
strongly adherent polyaniline and polyaniline-MMT nano-
composite coatings on 316L SS. The polyaniline and
polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite coatings were character-
ized by FT-IR, UV–vis and SEM and the corrosion resistant
properties of the electropolymerized coatings were evaluated
using Tafel polarization and electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy in 0.5 M HCl medium. The coating porosity
was estimated by using the potentiodynamic polarization
measurements and it was found that the porosity values are
significantly lower for the polyaniline-MMT nanocomposite
coatings as compared to the polyaniline. The EIS results are in
good agreement with the potentiodynamic polarization mea-
surements. This study reveals the polyaniline-MMT nano-
composite coating has excellent corrosion protection proper-
ties and can be considered as a potential coating material to
protect 316L SS against corrosion in solution 0.5 M HCl. The
enhanced corrosion protection effect of the polyaniline-MMT
nanocomposite relative to polyaniline in the form of coating
on metallic surface was attributed to the combination of the
electrochemical property of the polyaniline and the barrier
effect of the MMT nanoparticles dispersing in the composite.
We believe that the coating helps to stabilize the passive film
onto the substrate thus stopping the 316L SS corrosion.
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